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Solicitation Information 
November 3, 2016 

 
RFP# 7551107 
 
TITLE: Pay for Success Contract for Re-Entry Services 
 
Submission Deadline: December 21, 2016 at 02:00 PM (Eastern Time) 
 
PRE-BID/ PROPOSAL CONFERENCE: YES 
MANDATORY: NO, however attendance is strongly encouraged. 

DATE: Thursday, November 17, 2016, 01:00 – 02:00 PM ET  
LOCATION: Vendors can attend the pre-bid/proposal conference either in person or dial in on 
our conference line.  

1. In Person: Department of Administration, Conference Room B, One Capitol Hill, 2nd 
Floor, Providence, Rhode Island  

2. Call-in Conference Line: 877-939-3175 / Participant code: 45326128# 
 
Questions concerning this solicitation must be received by the Division of 
Purchases at DOA.PurQuestions8@purchasing.ri.gov no later than November 28, 2016 
at 05:00 PM ET. Questions should be submitted in a Microsoft Word attachment. 
Please reference the RFP# 7551107 on all correspondence. Questions received, if 
any, will be posted on the Division of Purchases’ website as an addendum to this 
solicitation. It is the responsibility of all interested parties to download this 
information. 

Meredith Skelly, Interdepartmental Project Manager 

Applicants must register on-line at the State Purchasing Website at 
www.purchasing.ri.gov 

Note to Applicants: 

Proposals received without the entire completed Rhode Island Vendor Information 
Program (“RIVIP”) generated Bidder Certification Cover Form attached may result in 
disqualification. 

 
THIS PAGE IS NOT A BIDDER CERTIFICATION COVER FORM 

  

http://www.purchasing.ri.gov/
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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Overview  
 
The Rhode Island Department of Administration/Division of Purchases, on behalf of the Rhode 
Island Office of Management and Budget (“OMB”) and the Rhode Island Department of 
Corrections (“RIDOC”), is soliciting proposals from qualified firms to undertake a Pay for Success 
(“PFS”) initiative related to the design and development of a program focused on improving 
employment and recidivism outcomes for Rhode Island residents newly returning from prison or 
jail, in accordance with the terms of this Request for Proposals (“RFP) and the State’s General 
Conditions of Purchase which may be obtained at the Division of Purchases’ website  at 
www.purchasing.ri.gov. 
  
The contract period will begin upon issuance of a purchase order. The contract 
consists of a six-month ramp-up period, 3.5 years of full-scale service delivery, and a 
three year observation window. 
 
This is a Request for Proposals, not a Request for Quotes.  Responses will be 
evaluated on the basis of the relative merits of the proposal, in addition to cost; 
there will be no public opening and reading of responses received by the Division of 
Purchases pursuant to this Request, other than to name those offerors who have 
submitted proposals. 
 
1.2. Instructions and Notifications to Offerors 

 
1. Potential vendors are advised to review all sections of this RFP carefully and 

to follow instructions completely, as failure to make a complete submission as 
described elsewhere herein may result in rejection of the proposal. 
 

2. Alternative approaches and/or methodologies to accomplish the desired or 
intended results of this procurement are solicited.  However, proposals which 
depart from or materially alter the terms, requirements, or scope of work 
defined by this RFP will be rejected as being non-responsive. 
 

3. All costs associated with developing or submitting a proposal in response to 
this RFP, or to provide oral or written clarification of its content shall be borne 
by the vendor.  The State assumes no responsibility for these costs. 
 

4. Proposals are considered to be irrevocable for a period of not less than one 
year following the opening date, and may not be withdrawn, except with the 
express written permission of the State Purchasing Agent. The State can opt 
to extend this term at its discretion. 
 

5.  Costs and savings submitted will be considered in scoring. Bidders should 
anticipate that after a proposal is selected, a more in-depth analysis will be 

http://www.purchasing.ri.gov/
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conducted and proposed project pricing may differ from final negotiated 
contract terms. 
 

6. Proposals misdirected to other state locations, or which are otherwise not 
present in the Division of Purchases at the time of opening for any cause will 
be determined to be late and will not be considered.  For the purposes of this 
requirement, the official time and date shall be that of the time clock in the 
reception area of the Division of Purchases. 
 

7. It is intended that an award pursuant to this RFP will be made to a prime 
vendor, or prime vendors in the various categories, who will assume 
responsibility for all aspects of the work.  Joint venture and cooperative 
proposals will not be considered. Subcontracts are permitted, provided that 
their use is clearly indicated in the vendor’s proposal and the subcontractor(s) 
to be used is identified in the proposal. 
 

8. All proposals should include the vendor’s FEIN or Social Security number as 
evidenced by a W9, downloadable from the Division of Purchases’ website at 
www.purchasing.ri.gov. 
 

9. The purchase of services under an award made pursuant to this RFP will be 
contingent on the availability of funds. 
 

10. Vendors are advised that all materials submitted to the State for consideration 
in response to this RFP may be considered to be public records as defined in 
R. I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-1, et seq. and may be released for inspection  upon 
request once an award has been made. 
 
Any information submitted to the State through this RFP that a vendor believes 
is trade secrets or commercial or financial information which is of a privileged 
or confidential nature should be clearly marked as such. The vendor should 
provide a brief explanation as to why each portion of information that is 
marked should be withheld from public disclosure. Vendors are advised that 
the State may release records marked confidential by a vendor upon a public 
records request if the State determines the marked information does not fall 
within the category of trade secrets or commercial or financial information 
which is of a privileged or confidential nature.   
 

11. Interested parties are instructed to peruse the Division of Purchases website 
on a regular basis, as additional information relating to this solicitation may 
be released in the form of an addendum to this RFP.  
 

12. Equal Employment Opportunity (R. I. Gen. Laws § 28-5.1-1, et seq.) – § 28-5.1-
1 Declaration of policy – (a) Equal opportunity and affirmative action toward 
its achievement is the policy of all units of Rhode Island state government, 
including all public and quasi-public agencies, commissions, boards and 

http://www.purchasing.ri.gov/
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authorities, and in the classified, unclassified, and non-classified services of 
state employment.  This policy applies to all areas where State dollars are 
spent, in employment, public services, grants and financial assistance, and in 
state licensing and regulation. For further information, contact the Rhode 
Island Equal Employment Opportunity Office, at 222-3090 or via e-mail at 
Raymond.Lambert@doa.ri.gov .  
 

13. In accordance with R. I. Gen. Laws § 7-1.2-1, et seq., no foreign corporation, a 
corporation without a Rhode Island business address, shall have the right to 
transact business in the State until it shall have procured a Certificate of 
Authority to do so from the Rhode Island Department of State (401-222-3040).  
This is a requirement only of the successful vendor(s). 
 

14. The vendor should be aware of the State’s Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) 
requirements, which address the State’s goal of ten percent (10%) 
participation by MBE’s in all State procurements.  For further information visit 
the website www.mbe.ri.gov  
 

15. Per the Federal Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit 
Requirements for Federal Awards, Part 200, Subpart D, §200.331 relating to the new risk 
assessment process, the successful offeror will be required to submit to the Rhode Island 
Department of Corrections, if applicable as determined by the Rhode Island Department 
of Corrections, any material weakness findings against the vendor and/or 
subcontractor(s) with an approved corrective action plan(s), in order for a submission to 
be considered.   An updated/current status report on the corrective action plan(s) must 
also accompany the submittal. 
 

16. The successful offeror may be required to certify that it is in compliance with applicable 
civil rights laws and regulations, if applicable as determined by the Rhode Island 
Department of Administration.  These laws and regulations relate to issues concerning 
Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO), Limited English Proficiency (LEP), and other anti-
discrimination laws.  The successful offeror may also be required to prepare an Equal 
Employment Opportunity Plan.  A certification of assurances form will be provided to you 
upon notification of tentative award.  Further information regarding these assurances can 
be found by visiting the U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Civil Rights 
website at:  http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/about/ocr/eeop.htm 

 
  

mailto:Raymond.Lambert@doa.ri.gov
http://www.mbe.ri.gov/
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/about/ocr/eeop.htm
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SECTION 2. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE 
        
2.1. Background  
Rhode Island is seeking partners to execute a Pay for Success (PFS) contract for services that 
improve employment and recidivism outcomes for formerly incarcerated individuals at a 
moderate- to high-risk of re-offending (hereafter “high-risk individuals”).  
   

 Each year more than 3,000 Rhode Islanders return to their communities after time spent in 
prison or jail. Most of these individuals are men who have served an average of 8 months 
(median of 3 months) in prison or jail.1 Yet for the majority of these individuals, the end of a 
prison or jail sentence does not mean the end of their criminal justice involvement due to long 
probation sentences and high rates of recidivism. 
 
While many states assign individuals to either prison sentences or terms of probation, Rhode 
Island often employs split sentencing, through which judges assign both prison and probation 
terms. An estimated 85-90% of offenders released from prison are directed to probation upon 
release, either to complete time on a pre-existing probation sentence or as part of their most 
recent conviction.2,3 
 
Due in part to split sentencing, Rhode Island has the third highest proportion of adults on 
probation in the nation; with 1 out of 22 men in the state on probation or parole. These trends 
are particularly prevalent in a few communities– in Central Falls, 1 out of 9 men age 25-29 is on 
probation or parole, and in Woonsocket and Providence 1 out of 8 men age 30-34 is similarly 
supervised. Because of the frequent use of split sentencing, probation officers in the state are 
responsible for average caseloads of 155 individuals.4   
 
Unfortunately, because of strained supervision resources and the limited availability of 
evidence-based programming for ex-offenders, many released individuals find themselves 
caught in a cycle of incarceration. Of the 3,331 offenders released in the state in 2012, 54% of 
men and 40% of women were re-incarcerated within three years of release.5  
 
Offenders classified as moderate, moderate-high, and high risk, demonstrated recidivism rates 
of 68.8%, 79.4%, and 72.2% respectively.6 On average, those who recidivated within 3 years of 
their initial release served an extra 13 months in prison or jail on top of their original time served. 
 

                                                           
1 Most men exiting Rhode Island’s medium and maximum security facilities were sentenced to an average of 20 
months. Actual served sentences, however, are often shorter due to a variety of good time credits. 
2 If an individual is incarcerated for a new offense before completing an existing probation sentence, they will be 
required to complete the remaining probation sentence upon release, in addition to any new probation time resulting 
from the most recent conviction. Offenders do not accrue good time that can shorten probation sentences.  
3 DOC FY2015 Population Report. See Sec. 2.3.3 Supporting Resources for Bidders for more information. 
4  See Sec. 2.3.3 Supporting Resources for Bidders for the estimated annual flow of moderate- and high-risk 
individuals to the State’s regional probation offices.  
5 On average, 90% of the state’s inmates are men and 10% are women. 
6 Risk based on the Level of Service Inventory-Revised (LSI-R) – the validated risk/need assessment tool RI uses to 
identify needs and predict risk of recidivism. Scores on the LSI-R can range from a low of 0 to a high of 54. Scores 
are used to classify individuals as low, low-moderate, moderate, medium-high, or high risk of recidivating. 
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The Rhode Island Office of Management and Budget (“OMB”) and Rhode Island Department of 
Corrections (“RIDOC”) seek to improve outcomes for recently released individuals, particularly 
those at the highest risk of recidivating.  
 
2.2. Purpose 
 
This procurement seeks interventions that will produce the following outcomes for high-risk 
individuals: 

 
• Improved Employment or Education Performance: The ability to find and keep a job is 

one of the leading predictors of a person’s likelihood of recidivating. Released 
individuals, however, often lack the job skills necessary to succeed in the 21st century 
economy. In Rhode Island, 51% of released males, and 44% of females, have a high school 
diploma or GED; 38% of released males, and 19% of females, have less than a 12th grade 
education. Moreover, 51% of males and 63% of females were unemployed at the time 
they were incarcerated. Strong applicants will have a demonstrated ability to move 
formerly incarcerated individuals towards sustainable employment and/or higher 
education. 

• Decreased Recidivism to RIDOC: RIDOC defines recidivism as having taken place when a 
person who completed a previous sentence in custody at RIDOC returns as a sentenced 
inmate. The most recent recidivism analysis shows that roughly 52% of all sentenced 
offenders released in 2012 recidivated within 3 years. In addition to the financial costs 
of keeping residents in jail and prison, re-incarceration does harm to Rhode Island 
through crimes resulting in repeated prison time and the removal of potentially 
productive residents from their families and communities. Strong applicants will have a 
demonstrated ability to decrease recidivism among program participants.  

• Decreased Probation/Parole Violations: Successful compliance with probation or parole 
is a key intermediate indicator of an individual’s ability to achieve long-term gains. Of the 
state’s offenders released in 2012, at least 38% were identified as being re-admitted due 
to a probation violation.7  Recidivism rates for probation violators are on average 10% 
higher than those of the general offender population. Strong applicants will have a 
demonstrated ability to increase participants’ compliance with probation and parole 
terms. 

 
While these are the primary outcomes of interest to the state, Bidder(s) are welcomed and 
encouraged to propose additional program outcomes against which the provider is willing to be 
evaluated. The state seeks an applicant and program model that in addition to achieving the 
desired outcomes, delivers cost savings for the state that are greater than or equal to the state’s 
expenditures on the program.  

 
  

                                                           
7  Probation violations can be due to a new offense committed while on probation or a technical violation of 
probation terms. 
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2.3. Pay for Success Contracting 
 
To improve outcomes for high-risk individuals, the State intends to use Pay for Success (“PFS”) 
contracting to support the services sought through this procurement. Under a PFS contract, the 
government pays contract holders entirely or almost entirely based upon achievement of 
performance targets. Performance is rigorously measured by comparing the outcomes of 
individuals referred to the service provider to the outcomes of a comparison or control group 
that is not offered the services; ensuring that taxpayer funds are spent on proven, rather than 
promised, outcomes. 
 
Independent monitoring and evaluation of outcomes is critical in PFS contracts.  Rigorous 
evaluation systems, which determine if pre-agreed upon targets have been reached, can deepen 
the State’s understanding of which programs actually work, and findings can be used to improve 
services throughout Rhode Island.  This learning enables the State to spend taxpayer funds more 
efficiently and scale evidence-based, innovative programs that have been proven to work in 
Rhode Island.  
 
In PFS projects, performance targets and corresponding payments are linked to taxpayer savings. 
If the contract holder fails to achieve the minimum negotiated target(s), the government does 
not pay. If performance exceeds the minimum target(s), payments typically increase 
proportionately to success up to an agreed-upon maximum.  
 
Given the length of time often required to accurately measure outcomes, success payments 
cannot be used to fund initial ramp-up costs and project operations. To ensure a timely execution 
of the intervention, the State is committed to funding reasonable initial ramp-up costs. Bidders, 
however, must find other ways to finance the remaining operations costs before state success 
payments are accessible. In one example, under Social Impact Bond8 arrangements, third-party 
funders support service providers by providing upfront capital in exchange for a share of the 
government payments that become available if performance targets are met.  
 
Rhode Island is open to proposals that use Social Impact Bonds or other innovative financing 
mechanisms. In all cases, respondents must demonstrate their ability to fund proposed 
operations in advance of state success payments. 

 
2.4. Possible Bidder Structures 
 
Successful Bidders will be awarded the ability to operate the ramp-up period of the project as 
well as the right to negotiate a Pay for Success contract with the state. To execute the multi-
phase project, Bidder(s) should have the ability to provide services to the identified target 
population, manage the project, and reliably fund operations in advance of receiving success 
payments.  

 

                                                           
8  Note: The term “Social Impact Bond,” which was coined in the UK, can be a misleading. The term refers to a 
private sector financing arrangement in which non-state entities commit up-front capital for projects. Social Impact 
Bonds do not involve a bond or typical debt instrument and thus do not require the government to issue debt. 
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It is permissible for a single entity to propose to take on all three responsibilities, for a lead 
organization to propose to fulfill one of the responsibilities and to obtain the additional capacity 
necessary to fulfill the other responsibilities through pre-specified consulting or subcontracting 
arrangements, or for a joint-entity of multiple partnering organizations to propose to take on all 
three responsibilities (with or without subcontracting arrangements). For example, possible 
Bidder structures include, but are not limited to: 

• An independent service provider with project management and capital-raising 
capabilities,  

• A service provider with project management capabilities that contracts with a consultant 
to support capital-raising,  

• A financial intermediary with project management and capital-raising capabilities that 
contracts with one or more service providers, or  

• A partnership between a service provider and a financial intermediary with capital-
raising capabilities that together have project management capabilities. Bidder(s) should 
identify the primary applicant and should identify all and any partners and 
subcontractors necessary to fulfill required responsibilities. 

 
If the proposed bidder structure involves multiple organizations, the lead organization or joint-
entity is responsible for management of the subcontractor organization as well as their 
certifications, licensing, insurance, and all other applicable requirements as outlined by this 
solicitation.  
 
2.5. State Reservation of Rights 
 
The State makes no guarantee that a contract, or any obligation to purchase services, will result 
from this RFP. In addition, the State reserves the right to: 

• Cease provision of services and cancel the full-scale launch if the ramp-up period reveals 
significant implementation challenges.  

• Enter into one or more PFS contracts immediately and pursue additional initiatives 
depending on agency capacity, the availability of funding, and the quality of proposed 
projects (according to the criteria outlined in this RFP).   

• Assign certain obligations under the contract entered into pursuant to this RFP to one or 
more state agencies or entities, as may be appropriate.  

• Procure separately for other roles critical to executing a PFS project, including an 
independent evaluator. 

 
2.6. Supporting Resources for Bidders 
 
In order to facilitate ease of understanding and consistent use of data, RIDOC requests that 
Bidder(s) use the following data sources and facts for reference whenever possible. Other 
information should be clearly cited with, whenever possible, a URL referenced to allow for 
verification.  

• In preparation for this project, RIDOC analyzed the annual flow of newly released 
moderate- to high-risk split-sentence offenders to the state’s regional probation offices. 
See Figure 1 in Appendix A for findings. RIDOC analysis also revealed that the Pawtucket 
Probation Office, in particular, is ready to participate as an early partner in new initiatives 
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for ex-offenders. Proposals that will rely on support and referrals from Probation Offices 
are encouraged to target ramp-up period services to the Pawtucket Probation Office’s 
catchment area. See Sec. 3.2 Deliverables for more information on the project ramp-up. 

• RIDOC also analyzed a sampling of those released from prison or jail in RI between 2010 
and 2012, regardless of their interaction with probation, and found that roughly 64% of 
the state’s ex-offenders are at moderate- to high-risk of recidivating (45% moderate, 15% 
moderate-high, 4% high.  

• RIDOC Population Reports are published each year and provide context for the 
numbers presented in this document. These reports and other agency data and 
statistical reports can be found here: 
http://www.doc.ri.gov/administration/planning/statistics_reports.php 

• The Council of State Governments Justice Center has provided technical assistance to 
help Rhode Island analyze and make policy recommendations on the state’s criminal 
justice system. Their reports and findings are available here: 
https://csgjusticecenter.org/jr/ri/ 

• RI Results First has published preliminary data estimating the marginal costs of crime 
and incarceration. When substantiating a program’s claim to provide benefits that 
outweigh taxpayer investment, these numbers should prove helpful: 
http://omb.ri.gov/documents/performance/results-
first/Results%20First%20Program%20Inventory%20September%2020152.pdf  

• The Pew-MacArthur Results First Initiative has compiled summaries and evaluations of 
programs intended to reduce adult recidivism, among other policy outcomes. A list of 
interventions that have been evaluated and their effectiveness scores can be found here: 
http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/multimedia/data-visualizations/2015/results-first-
clearinghouse-database 

• The Nonprofit Finance Fund presents a range of resources for those interested in better 
understanding PFS: http://www.payforsuccess.org/  

 

SECTION 3. SCOPE OF WORK 

3.1. General Scope of Work 
 
The State is procuring a Pay for Success project to provide comprehensive employment services 
to formerly incarcerated individuals. The goals of this project are to increase engagement in 
transitional jobs and permanent employment, and decrease recidivism for the target population.  
 
3.2.  Deliverables  
   
Services for approximately 800 high-risk individuals over four years – 75 individuals during a six-
month program ramp-up period, followed by services for approximately 200 individuals per year 
over a 3.5-year service delivery period. The six month ramp-up period allows stakeholders to test 
assumptions about the target population and troubleshoot unanticipated implementation 
challenges prior to launching the full project. The State intends to finalize PFS contract terms 
during the ramp-up period and implement the full-scale program immediately following the end 
of the ramp-up period to ensure continuity of service. 
 

http://www.doc.ri.gov/administration/planning/statistics_reports.php
https://csgjusticecenter.org/jr/ri/
http://omb.ri.gov/documents/performance/results-first/Results%20First%20Program%20Inventory%20September%2020152.pdf
http://omb.ri.gov/documents/performance/results-first/Results%20First%20Program%20Inventory%20September%2020152.pdf
http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/multimedia/data-visualizations/2015/results-first-clearinghouse-database
http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/multimedia/data-visualizations/2015/results-first-clearinghouse-database
http://www.payforsuccess.org/
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3.3.  OMB Responsibilities  
 

 OMB will serve as contract administrator for the PFS project. It will work with the selected 
Contractor and relevant experts to determine the specific deliverables and outcomes of the 
project, as well as determine the appropriate costs and savings to the State under a PFS 
project. It will monitor progress toward attaining goals and serve as the State’s lead for 
financial and data evaluation components of the PFS contract. 
 

3.4.  RIDOC Responsibilities  
 

 RIDOC will serve as the subject matter experts and program leads for the PFS project. RIDOC 
commits to active engagement in meetings, calls, work groups, and other administrative 
responsibilities during the life of this project. The State commits to pursuing necessary data 
sharing arrangements among RIDOC, OMB, the Contractor, and other relevant parties to 
support a rigorous, meaningful measurement and evaluation of program outcomes. 
 

3.5.  Contractor Responsibilities 
 
Contractor will operate the ramp-up period of the project and negotiate a full-scale Pay for 
Success contract with the state. If negotiated, the Contractor will operate the full-scale project 
and must commit to active engagement in meetings, calls, work groups and other administrative 
responsibilities during the life of the project. Successful Bidders must also commit to providing 
required reporting and data for program evaluation and management.  

 

3.6.  Security Requirement  
  

 Employees of contractors who must gain entrance into correctional facilities will only be 
granted access after a criminal records check. RIDOC retains the right to refuse entrance to 
employees with felony convictions. Access to correctional facilities also requires adherence 
to the policies in Appendix C. 
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SECTION 4. TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
 
Technical proposal responses consist of the two elements: 

• A cover letter including the lead organization or joint-entity’s name, taxpayer ID, primary 
contact person, address, phone, and email. The same information should be for any 
subcontracted organizations. 

• Responses to each item in Section 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 listed below. Response format 
should mirror the headings and numbering used in this document. 

 
Note: Do not include any information regarding the costs or savings of the project in this section. 
 
4.1  Staff and Organizational Qualifications  
 

4.1.1 Provide brief background on the history, mission, core values and goals, and areas 
served of all organizations involved in the bid. If any organization(s) has gone 
through significant changes in leadership, size, mission, or practice in recent years, 
make note accordingly. 
 

4.1.2 Briefly describe qualifications and experience of key staff from all involved 
organizations who will be involved in this project, including their experience with 
the target population and the PFS model. Attach key staff resumes as an appendix.  

 
4.1.3 If more than one organization is involved in the response to this RFP, please 

describe the nature of the relationship, the division of work between 
organizations, and provide details on any partnership agreement(s). Bidder(s) 
should identify the lead organization and should identify all and any partners and 
subcontractors necessary to fulfill the required responsibilities outlined in Sec. 2.4 
Possible Bidder Structures. 
 

4.1.4 Describe Bidder(s)’ organizational infrastructure as it relates to its capacity to 
provide services to the identified target population, managed the proposed multi-
phase project, and reliably fund operations in advance of receiving success 
payments.  
 

4.1.5 Describe the Bidder(s)’ ability to meet the insurance requirement outlined in 
Appendix B.  

 
4.2  Capability, Capacity, and Qualifications of the Bidder     

 
4.2.1 Explain any modifications to current or ongoing processes that may be necessary 

object to succeed at any level (Bidder(s), RIDOC, state, etc.). 
 

4.2.2 Identify any organizations not included in the bid that will have a significant role 
in the delivery of services and will receive funds from the PFS initiative, including 
but not limited to subcontractors or consultants. Alternatively, the Bidder can 
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describe these roles if he/she anticipates contracting for these services but has 
not yet done so.  
 

4.2.3 Describe Bidder(s)’ prior experience with performance-based service delivery and 
with the collecting, tracking, and reporting of data to measure performance and 
impact. 
 

4.2.4 Describe Bidder(s)’ capacity to provide regular and on-demand reports to the 
State on service provision, outcomes, overall project management, or other 
project-related topics as requested. 
 

4.2.5 Describe Bidder(s)’prior experience in collaborating with public and/or private 
entities for service delivery, as well as with funding entities, highlighting specific 
prior involvement with the State and/or other programs of comparable size and 
complexity. 
 

4.2.6 Describe Bidder(s)’ plan to fund proposed operations in advance of state success 
payments. Provide evidence that the proposed plan is likely to succeed in raising 
the requisite financing, such as non-binding letters of reference/support from 
potential funders. 

 
4.3  Quality of the Work Plan 
  

4.3.1 Provide a detailed operating model that shows how the program delivery model 
will operate, including referral points and any risk-assessments or triage points. 
 

4.3.2 Describe the ability and feasibility of the intervention(s) to serve the target 
population size described in Section 3.2: Deliverables, including any concerns or 
barriers about reaching this threshold.  
 

4.3.3 Describe any required linkages the treatment population and project will need to 
make to current community and state programs or entities (such as employers 
and probation offices) during the service period, including whether those linkages 
are pre-existing or would form as a result of this intervention. If required linkages 
do not yet exist, describe how and when Bidder(s) will create necessary linkages. 
Bidders are encouraged to include commitment letters from planned partners, 
especially employers. Bidders are also encouraged to identify current resource 
constraints of planned partners (such as probation offices) and strategies for 
working within or overcoming such constraints. 
 

4.3.4 Describe if/how Bidder(s) will coordinate with existing state and community 
employment services/programs, such as Real Jobs Rhode Island 
(http://www.dlt.ri.gov/realjobs/). 
 

4.3.5 Demonstrate ability and flexibility to adapt or refine an intervention to meet 
outcome targets while maintaining fidelity to a program model. Describe specific 

http://www.dlt.ri.gov/realjobs/
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prior experiences with the target population and/or service models where 
possible.  
 

4.3.6 Identify any questions or concerns related to the state’s program goals set forth 
in this RFP, and/or obstacles to achieving such goals.  

 
4.4  Suitability of Approach/Methodology  
 

4.4.1 Describe the program delivery model, including how participants would be 
recruited, screened, and enrolled; which services would be delivered; where the 
services would be delivered, and by whom. Include the number, referral sources 
and locations of clients the respondent intends to serve at different points in 
time, including during the ramp-up.  
 

4.4.2 Describe the evidence base underlying the recommended program model as well 
as any proof of concept for the proposed programming. Provide a reference if 
citing publicly available material. If information cited is not publicly available, 
please attach relevant material to the proposal. If possible, please note whether 
the program has been evaluated in the Pew-MacArthur Results First Initiative 
Clearinghouse Database (http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/multimedia/data-
visualizations/2015/results-first-clearinghouse-database) and include its 
effectiveness rating. Proposals that include services during custody and/or 
community supervision will be considered. 
 

4.4.3 Provide a clear and specific process for determining the type, level and duration 
of assistance for each program participant. Describe any triage tool and/or risk-
stratification approaches to support these determinations.  
 

4.4.4 Describe your understanding of the developmental, support, and service needs 
of the project’s target population that will need to be addressed in order to 
achieve sustainable positive program outcomes. 
 

4.4.5 Describe any program-specific screening criteria that might disqualify high-risk 
former offenders from receiving services (for example, gender or offense 
history). 
 

4.4.6 Identify the specific expected outcomes for those receiving services. Define 
specific, measurable performance metrics against which the proposed services 
will be evaluated, propose realistically ambitious targets, and describe the data 
sources from which these metrics can be sourced.  
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SECTION 5. COST AND BENEFIT PROPOSAL 
 
Address each of the required elements below. Provide the pro forma budget in the Microsoft 
Excel platform and the budget narrative in the Microsoft Word platform.  
 
5.1  Pro Forma Budget & Narrative 
 
Respondents should submit a 7-year pro forma budget that identifies anticipated operating costs 
for the Bidder(s)’ proposal, as well as the savings that the Bidder estimates will accrue to the 
State. The budget narrative should explain the basis and rationale of the pro forma budget. It 
should describe how the figures presented are derived and cite all external references. 
 
In constructing these documents, assume the target population and service delivery timeline 
described in Sec. 3.2 Deliverables, followed by a 3-year outcome observation and measurement 
period for each served individual.  

 
Break down the source and estimated amount of program costs, including the cost of service 
delivery, program management, evaluation and validation, and investor returns for the entire 
length of the project. Overhead costs, including legal fees and management oversight, should be 
reasonable with respect to overall project size. When possible, break down costs by source and 
year incurred.  
 
Also outline the source and estimated amount of savings accruing to the public sector, such as 
reduced prison costs, increased tax revenue, etc.  If including social benefits, such as decreased 
victimization costs, please monetize when possible. Break down savings by source, level of 
government to which they accrue, and year achieved. Utilize data from RI Results First (see Sec. 
2.6. Supporting Resources for Bidders) to estimate savings. 
 
If the savings estimates included in the pro forma budget deviate from the savings assumptions 
provided in the Cost and Benefit Worksheet, please identify differences and provide justifications 
for the savings estimates included in the pro forma budget. 
 

5.2  Cost and Benefit Worksheet  
 
Respondents should also complete the attached Microsoft Excel document titled, “Cost and 
Benefit Worksheet”. This is a three (3) tabbed Microsoft Excel workbook, with the following tabs: 
Instructions, Worksheet and Results. Input fields, highlighted in yellow, should be completed with 
figures that match those outlined and justified in the pro forma budget and budget narrative. The 
worksheet contains hardcoded assumptions used to translate inputs into overall project cost-
savings estimates. Assumptions made in constructing this worksheet are identified on the 
document itself. The worksheet’s assumptions hold for scoring analysis only, Bidders should 
anticipate that after a proposal is selected, a more in-depth analysis of costs and benefits will be 
conducted and final project terms may differ from initial proposals. 
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SECTION 6. EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

Proposals will be reviewed by a Technical Review Committee comprised of staff from 
state agencies. 
 
To advance to the Cost and Benefit Evaluation phase, the Technical Proposal must 
receive a minimum of 55 (78.6%) out of a maximum of 70 technical points. Any 
technical proposals scoring less than 55 points will not have the cost and benefit 
component opened and evaluated. The proposal will be dropped from further 
consideration. 
 
Proposals scoring 55 technical points or higher will be evaluated for cost and benefits 
and assigned up to a maximum of 30 points in cost and benefit category, bringing the 
potential maximum score to 100 points. 
 
The State reserves the right to select the individual(s) or firm (vendor) that it deems 
to be in the State’s best interest to accomplish the project as specified herein; and 
conversely, reserves the right to cancel the solicitation in its entirety. 
 
Proposals will be reviewed and scored based upon the following criteria: 

 

Criteria Possible Points 

Technical Proposal 

Staff and Organizational Qualifications 10 points 

Capability, Capacity, and Qualifications of the Bidder 20 points 

Quality of the Work Plan 20 points 

Suitability of Approach/Methodology 20 points 

Total Possible Technical Points 70 points 

Cost and Benefit Proposal 

Pro Forma Budget & Narrative 15 points 

Cost and Benefit Worksheet 15 points 

Total Possible Cost and Benefit Points 30 points 

Total Possible Points 100 points 
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Cost and Benefit Proposals are scored for up to a total of 30 points between the Pro Forma Budget 
& Narrative and the Cost & Benefit Worksheet. The Pro Forma Budget & Narrative is evaluated 
and scored for up to fifteen (15) available points. 
 
The Cost and Benefit Worksheet is evaluated and scored for up to fifteen (15) available points 
based on the Net Benefit provided (Table 4, Cell EE2). The proposal with the highest net benefit 
will such receive one-hundred percent (100%) of the available fifteen (15) points. Proposals that 
provide a negative net benefit will receive zero (0) of the available fifteen 15 points. All other 
proposals will be awarded points based upon the following formula:  
 

(Bidder’s Net Benefit / Highest Net Benefit Offered) * Available Points. 
 
For example:  Bidders A, B, and C provide a Net Benefit of $750,000, $600,000, and $500,000, 
respectively. Bidders A, B, and C are the only bidders. The Cost and Benefit Worksheet points 
for each of the Bidders is calculated as follows: 
 

Bidder A: 15  
Bidder B: ($600,000/$750,000) * 15 = 12 
Bidder C: ($500,000/$750,000) * 15 = 10 

  
Points will be assigned based on the offeror’s clear demonstration of his/her 
abilities to complete the work, apply appropriate methods to complete the work, 
create innovative solutions and quality of past performance in similar projects.   
 
Applicants may be required to submit additional written information or be asked to 
make an oral presentation before the technical review committee to clarify 
statements made in their proposal.  
 
SECTION 7. QUESTIONS AND PROPOSAL SUBMISSION 
 
Questions concerning this solicitation must be e-mailed to the Division of Purchases at 
DOA.PurQuestions8@purchasing.ri.gov no later than the date and time indicated on page one 
of this solicitation. No other contact with State parties is permitted. Please reference RFP # 
7551107 on all correspondence. Questions should be submitted in writing in a Microsoft Word 
attachment in a narrative format with no tables. Answers to questions received, if any, will be 
posted on the Division of Purchases’ website as an addendum to this solicitation. It is the 
responsibility of all interested parties to monitor the Division of Purchases website for any 
procurement related postings such as addenda. If technical assistance is required, call the Help 
Desk at (401) 574-8100.  
 
Interested offerors must submit proposals to provide the services covered by this Request on or 
before the date and time listed on the cover page of this solicitation. Responses received after 
this date and time, as registered by the official time clock in the reception area of the Division of 
Purchases shall not be accepted. 
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Responses should be mailed or hand-delivered in a sealed envelope marked “RFP# 7551107” 
to: 
 

RI Dept. of Administration 
Division of Purchases, 2nd floor 

One Capitol Hill 
Providence, RI 02908-5855 

 
NOTE: Proposals received after the above-referenced due date and time shall not be accepted. 
Proposals misdirected to other State locations or those not presented to the Division of 
Purchases by the scheduled due date and time shall be determined to be late and shall not be 
accepted. Proposals faxed, or emailed, to the Division of Purchases shall not be accepted. The 
official time clock is in the reception area of the Division of Purchases. 
 
SECTION 8. PROPOSAL CONTENTS  
 
Proposals shall include the following: 
 

8.1. One completed and signed RIVIP generated Bidder Certification Cover Form (included 
in the original copy only) downloaded from the RI Division of website at 
www.purchasing.ri.gov. Do not include any copies in the Technical or Cost 
and Benefit proposals. 

 

8.2.      One completed and signed Rhode Island W-9 (included in the original copy only) 
downloaded from the RI Division of Purchases website at 
http://www.purchasing.ri.gov/rivip/publicdocuments/fw9.pdf . Do not include any 
copies in the Technical or Cost and Benefit proposals. 
 

8.3. A separate Technical Proposal - addressing each of the elements identified in Section 4: 
Technical Proposal of this solicitation. The Technical Proposal is limited to twenty (20) 
six (6) pages (this excludes any appendices and as appropriate, resumes of key staff that 
will provide services covered by this request). 

a. One (1) Electronic copy on a CD-R, marked “Technical Proposal - 
Original”. 

b. One (1) printed Paper copy, marked “Technical Proposal -Original” 
and signed. 

c. Five (5) printed Paper copies 
 

8.4. A separate, signed and sealed Cost and Benefit Proposal - A separate, signed and sealed 
Cost and Benefit Proposal addressing each of the elements identified in Section 5: Cost 
and Benefit Proposal of this solicitation. The ‘Pro Forma Budget & Narrative’ shall be 
written and is limited to twenty (20). The ‘Cost and Benefit Worksheet’ shall be completed 
in the provided Microsoft Excel workbook, using the format as provided without any 
alterations. 

http://www.purchasing.ri.gov/
http://www.purchasing.ri.gov/rivip/publicdocuments/fw9.pdf
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a. One (1) Electronic copy on a CD-R, marked “Cost and Benefit 
Proposal -Original”. 

b. One (1) printed Paper copy, marked “Cost and Benefit Proposal -
Original” and signed. 

c. Five (5) printed Paper copies 
 

Formatting of Proposal Response Contents shall consist of the following: 
 

8.5. Formatting of CD-Rs – Separate CD-Rs are required for the Technical Proposal and Cost 
and Benefit Proposal. All CD-Rs submitted must be labeled with: 

a. Vendor’s name 
b. RFP # 
c. RFP Title 
d. Proposal Type (e.g., Technical Proposal or Cost and Benefit Proposal) 
e. If file sizes require more than one CD-R, multiple CD-Rs are acceptable.  Each  

CD-R must include the above labeling and additional labeling of how many CD-Rs 
should be accounted for (e.g., 3 CD-Rs are submitted for a technical proposal and 
each CD-R should have additional label of ‘1 of 3’ on first CD-R, ‘2 of 3’ on second 
CD-R, ‘3 of 3’ on third CD-R). 

Vendors are responsible for testing their CD-Rs before submission as the State’s inability 
to read your CD-Rs may be grounds for rejection of a Vendor’s proposal. All files should 
be readable and readily accessible on the CD-Rs submitted with no instructions to 
download files from any external resource(s).  If a file is partial, corrupt or unreadable, 
the State may consider it “non-responsive”. USB Drives or any other electronic media 
will not be accepted. Please note that CD-Rs submitted, shall not be returned. 
 

8.6. Formatting of written documents and printed copies: 
a. For clarity, the Technical Proposal and the Cost and Benefit Proposal’s ‘Pro 

Forma Budget & Narrative’ shall be typed. These documents shall be single-
spaced with 1” margins on white 8.5”x 11” paper using a font of 12 point Calibri 
or 12 point Times New Roman.  

b. All pages on the Technical Proposal and the Cost and Benefit Proposal’s ‘Pro 
Forma Budget & Narrative’ are to be sequentially numbered in the footer, 
starting with number 1 on the first page of the narrative (this does not include 
the cover page or table of contents) through to the end, including all forms and 
attachments.  The Vendor’s name should appear on every page, including 
attachments. Each attachment should be referenced appropriately within the 
proposal section and the attachment title should reference the proposal section 
it is applicable to.   

c. The Cost and Benefit Proposal’s ‘Cost and Benefit Worksheet’ shall be completed 
using the provided Microsoft Excel workbook. Use the format as provided without 
any alterations.  Alterations to any of the formatting and/or formulation of the 
workbook may be grounds for disqualification. 

d. All printed original and copies of the required proposal documents should be 
printed double sided. 
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e. All printed original and copies Printed copies are to be only bound with 
removable binder clips.  No binders or other binding options. 
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SECTION 9. CONCLUDING STATEMENT 

Notwithstanding the above, the State reserves the right not to award this contract 
or to award on the basis of cost alone, to accept or reject any or all proposals, and 
to award in its best interest. 

Proposals found to be technically or substantially non-responsive at any point in the 
evaluation process will be rejected and not considered further. 

The State may, at its sole option, elect to require presentation(s) by offerors clearly in 
consideration for award. 

If a Vendor is selected for an award, no work is to commence until a Purchase Order is issued. 

The State’s General Conditions of Purchase contain the specific contract terms, stipulations and 
affirmations to be utilized for the contract awarded to the RFP. The State’s General Conditions of 
Purchases/General Terms and Conditions can be found at the following URL: 
https://www.purchasing.ri.gov/RIVIP/publicdocuments/ATTA.pdf 
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APPENDIX A. PROBATION ANALYSIS 
  
Figure 19,10 

          
 

 
 

 
                                                           
9 Annual numbers, current as of 2012. Population estimates represent only the proportion of offenders whose 
probation offices were identifiable within 30 days of releases, thus representing a potentially conservative estimate 
of the total population. Bidder(s) who will use probation offices or referrals to identify potential project participants 
are strongly encouraged to use these annual flow estimates in their Technical Proposal (see Section 4). 
10 In addition to above flow counts, an estimated 100-124 moderate- to high-risk offenders were released to parole 
across the state in 2012. 
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APPENDIX B. INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
 
All Contractors, and Contractors shall require all subcontractors, to procure at their own cost and 
expense and maintain in full force and effect during the entire term of the contract until all of 
their obligations have been discharged, including any warranty periods or extended reporting 
periods, against any claims, damages or causes of action (including costs and attorneys’ fees) that 
may arise from or in connection with, in whole or part, the performance of the contract and the 
results of the performance of the contract by the Contractor, its agents, representatives, officers, 
employees, subcontractors or any other entity or person for which the Contractor is legally 
responsible, the following insurance coverages: 
 

Commercial General Liability.  $1,000,000 combined single limit per occurrence and 
aggregate covering bodily injury (including death), broad form property damage, personal 
and advertising injury, independent contractors, products and completed operations and 
contractual liability.  This insurance shall be in policy or policies of insurance written on 
an occurrence basis.             

 
Automobile Liability.  $1,000,000 combined single limit per occurrence for bodily injury 
and property damage for all automobiles used in conjunction with the performance of 
this Contract covering all owned, non-owned, or hired vehicles. If a Contractor does not 
own an automobile, but one is used in the performance of this Contract, then only hired 
and non-owned coverage is required.  If a vehicle is not used in the performance of a 
Contract, then automobile coverage is not required.     

 
Workers’ Compensation and Employers’ Liability.  Statutory coverage as required by the  
compensation laws of the State of Rhode Island or any applicable state law in which any 
work related to the contract is performed and Employers’ Liability with minimum limits 
of $100,000 each accident, $100,000 disease or policy limit and $100,000 each employee.  
A Contractor neither eligible for, nor entitled to, Worker’s Compensation who is an 
independent contractor under Rhode Island law must comply with the statutory 
procedure precluding an independent contractor from bringing a workers’ compensation 
claim against the Insured Parties. 

 
Technology Errors and Omissions Coverage. Technology Errors and Omissions Insurance 
covering any damages caused by an error, omission, negligence or any wrongful acts of 
Contractor, its subcontractors, agents, officers or employees under the contract. 
Coverage to include: product failure; security failure; professional liability including, but 
not limited to, intellectual property infringement; and, personal injury if limited or 
uninsured under commercial general liability insurance. Coverage to be maintained for 
the term of the contract and for a period of three years after the contract has ended. 
Combined single limit per occurrence shall not be less than $1,000,000. Annual aggregate 
limit shall not be less than $1,000,000. 

 
The State of Rhode Island, its departments, agencies, officers, employees, agents, volunteers, 
and any party authorized by R.I. Gen. Laws § 37-2-1, et seq. and the Purchasing Regulations to 
participate in a procurement, and any other party directed by the State (together the “Insured 
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Parties”) and Contractor shall submit a copy of a policy endorsement or blanket endorsement 
evidencing the Insured Parties as an additional insured to the Contractor’s Liability policies.  This 
requirement shall not apply to Workers’ Compensation and Employers’ Liability. 
Any deductible, self-insured retention, or form of self-insurance amount under the policies shall 
be the sole responsibility of the Contractor and shall be disclosed to and acceptable to State.    
 
This insurance shall be in policy or policies of insurance, primary and excess, including the so-
called umbrella or catastrophic form and must be placed with insurers authorized to do business 
in Rhode Island, rated “A-,” class VII or better by A.M. Best Company, Inc., provided any excess 
policy follows form for coverage.  A lesser rating must be approved by the State.  The insurance 
required through this Section, through a policy or endorsement, shall include: 
 

• A Waiver of Subrogation waiving any right to recovery the insurance company may have 
against the Insured Parties; 

• A provision that Contractor’s insurance coverage shall be primary as respects any 
insurance, self-insurance or self-retention maintained by the Insured Parties and that any 
insurance, self-insurance or self-retention maintained by the State or any additional 
insureds shall be in excess of the Contractor’s insurance and shall not contribute with it; 

• Cross-liability/severability of interests for all policies and endorsements; 
• The insolvency or bankruptcy of the insured Contractor shall not release the insurer from 

payment under the policy, even when such insolvency or bankruptcy prevents the insured 
Contractor from meeting the retention limit under the policy; and, 

• The legal defense provided to the Insured Parties under the policy and any endorsements 
must be free of any conflicts of interest, even if retention of separate legal counsel for the 
Insured Parties is necessary.   

 
There shall be no cancellation, material change, or potential exhaustion of aggregate limits 
without thirty (30) days prior written notice by registered or certified mail from the Contractor 
or its insurer(s) to the Department of Administration, Division of Purchases Attn: Purchasing 
Agent, One Capitol Hill, Providence, RI 02908. 
 
As evidence of the insurance required by this Section, the Contractor shall furnish Certificates of 
Insurance and required additional insured endorsements to the Department of Administration, 
Division of Purchases before Notice of Contract Award by the Division of Purchases.  Failure to 
comply with this provision may result in rejection of the bid offer.  Certificates of Insurance and 
required endorsements shall thereafter be submitted annually or earlier upon expiration and 
renewal of any of the policies.      
 
Certificates of Insurance and additional insured endorsements shall be in form and coverage 
acceptable to the State.  All Certificates of Insurance and to the extent possible for endorsements 
shall reference the State procurement number.  State retains the right to demand a certified copy 
of any required insurance policy, Certificate of Insurance or endorsement.   
 
The Contractor shall be responsible to obtain and maintain insurance on any real or personal 
property owned, leased or used by or otherwise in the care, custody or control of Contractor. A 
waiver of subrogation shall apply in favor of the Insured Parties.  
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The Insured Parties shall be indemnified and held harmless to the full extent of coverage 
actually secured by the Contractor in excess of the minimums set forth herein and the duty to 
indemnify the Insured Parties shall not be limited by the insurance required in this Section.   
 
The Contractor shall comply with any other insurance requirements including, but not limited 
to, additional coverages or limits contained in the solicitation that differ from this Section. 
 
Failure to comply with this Section is a material breach of contract entitling the State to 
terminate or suspend the contract immediately. 
 
This Section shall survive expiration or termination of the contract. 
  
The Purchasing Agent reserves the right to consider and accept alternative forms and plans of 
insurance or to require additional or more extensive coverage for any individual requirement. 
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APPENDIX C. CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES POLICIES 
 
The attached RIDOC Policy and Procedures will be required to be adhered to by the awarded 
vendor and any of their applicable affiliate parties: 
 

a. RIDOC Policy and Procedure number 9.18-6 
 

b. RIDOC Policy and Procedure number 9.40-4 
 
RIDOC and the State reserve the right to enforce any additional security policies or revise the 
policies listed above in order to preserve public and inmate safety.   The awarded vendor will be 
provided with written notice of any changes to security policies.  
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